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CJEU brings clarity to the contrasting opinions of its Advocates General
on whether employers can ban headscarves in the workplace. It
emphasises the need for transparent and fair rules which apply to all and
suggests a need for flexibility while not pandering to customer prejudice.
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Essop & Ors v Home Office
SC holds that indirect discrimination concerns PCPs which have
disparate impact on those with protected characteristics by comparison
with those who lack those characteristics. Differing from the CA, the SC
holds that the reason why they have that disparate impact is relevant only
to the question of justification.
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Steinfeld and Keidan v Secretary of State for Education
CA holds by majority that restricting the availability of civil partnerships to
same-sex couples is a proportionate interference with the A8 ECHR
rights of heterosexual couples who are opposed to marriage but who
wish to formalise their relationship.
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Harrod v CC West Midlands Police & Ors
CA upholds EAT’s decision that ET had erred in failing to find the
respondent police forces had adopted a proportionate means of
achieving a legitimate aim in requiring officers to retire under regulation
19 of the Police Pensions Regulations 1987 in pursuit of the objective of
achieving certainty of budgetary reductions.
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Pimlico Plumbers Ltd and another v Smith
CA upholds ET decision that a contractor was found to be a worker & in
employment in the extended sense under the EA, but not an employee.
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Taylor v Ladbrookes Betting and Gaming Company
EAT overturns ET decision that a claimant with type 2 diabetes was not
disabled for the purposes of the EA. The medical evidence did not
support the ET’s decision that he did not suffer from a progressive
condition. The EAT confirms that even a small possibility of a condition
progressing may be sufficient.
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Government Legal Service v Brookes
EAT upholds ET judgment that requiring all candidates, without
exception, to pass a multiple-choice test was not a proportionate means
of achieving the legitimate aim of recruiting the best candidates for the
GLS. Reasonable adjustments should have been made to allow a
claimant with Asperger’s Syndrome to answer questions in a different
format.
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Editorial: Standing firm on protecting workers’ rights
The gaps in protection for workers’ equality rights continue to demand legislative attention and
commitment - a major theme in this edition of Briefings.
Stephen Heath, a lawyer with Mind, describes the continued lack of adequate protection for people with
mental health problems in the workplace, despite the apparent protection of the Equality Act 2010. The
21st century duties on employers to ensure the health and safety of their employees are derived from 19th
century legislation.
Existing health and safety law, designed to tackle the physical dangers of Victorian coalmines and
factories, still focuses mainly on physical rather than mental health. Our modern view of mental health has
helped us understand the range and impact of this often-invisible issue – around one in four people in
Britain suffer from mental health problems.
The anti-discrimination provisions of the Equality Act 2010 are the only remaining mechanism to protect
the rights of workers with mental health problems, and are frequently found to be inadequate by claimants
and representatives. The ‘horrendous ordeal’ of attending and arguing one’s case at tribunal is a huge
barrier to challenging workplace discrimination but it is not the only one. Many sufferers do not disclose
their illness to their employers because of a culture of fear and silence and even if they do, employers lack
understanding of the sorts of reasonable adjustments they could make to meet the needs of mentally ill
employees. Requiring complainants to find the resources - emotional and physical as well as financial - to
fight for their rights at tribunals raises serious questions about whether the EA is an adequate mechanism
for vulnerable workers to find justice.
Although the Conservative election manifesto made ambitious commitments to ‘transform how mental
health is regarded in the workplace…and to extend Equalities Act protections against discrimination to
mental health conditions that are episodic and fluctuating’, these goals were not reflected in the Queen’s
Speech. It is in everyone’s interest to have workplaces where people with mental health problems are
supported and protected. The DLA will work with our members, our networks and law-makers to ensure
the government delivers on its commitments and improves both the legal protections and the effectiveness
and accessibility of the law for those with mental health disabilities.
In her article on intersectional discrimination, Professor Iyiola Solanke argues that the anti-discrimination
legislation has failed to deal with the labour market experience of black women workers who are invisible
in law because their labour market experiences cannot be attributed to either race or gender alone. Given
that black women experience disproportionately high unemployment rates (13% compared to 5% for white
women in 2013/14), she makes the case for an ‘anti-stigma’ principle to be actively researched and
developed alongside current regional and European human rights frameworks.
Reviewing the development of vicarious liability under common law, Jason Galbraith-Marten QC and
Schona Jolly QC highlight gaps in the EA which does not impose liability on employers for discrimination
against a volunteer or discrimination committed by third parties or employees of sub-contractors, among
others.
All these gaps leave vulnerable or disadvantaged workers either with impossible hurdles to overcome in
accessing justice or no justice at all. It is hard to see where in the current political climate the will and
commitment for legislative improvements can be found. Our politicians are focused on their political
survival; our minimum demands in the time consuming, energy-sapping Brexit process will be to maintain
current equality and human rights protections and to ensure that the UK’s new regime will not further
diminish workers’ rights and equality protections as we move towards an increasingly deregulated labour
market.
The DLA will continue to fight for the rights of workers to be protected from abuse and will continually
make the case, as the trade union movement does, that strong employment protection for workers goes
hand in hand with successful economies.
Geraldine Scullion
Editor

